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Consider the second order linear equation 
X” + u(t) x = 0, t 20, 
where a(t) is positive, a’(t) is nonnegative and continuous, and 
p% u(t) = co. 
(1) 
We are here concerned with the following result of McShane [2] concerning 
sufficient conditions assuring that every solution of (1) tends to zero as t -+ og. 
THEOREM A. Suppose that there exists a positive number S such that for 
every sequence 
0 < b, < cl < b, < c2 < ..* 




S(t) dt > T - 6, 
bj 
it is true that 
k IJog 44 - log 431 = 00. (4) 
Then every solution of (1) tends to zero as t -+ CO. 
An interesting consequence of Theorem A is the following. 
COROLLARY B. If there exist positive numbers K, f such that for all t, > t, > i, 
a’(t2> 4t3 
a31z( t.J G K a3/2(t,) ’ 
then every solution of (1) tends to zero as t + 00. 
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Theorem A is similar to a well known result of Sansone [3], with regard 
to the same problem, although neither of them seems to imply the other. In 
[l] Meir, Willet, and Wong remark that Samsone’s theorem has the following 
useful corollary. The purpose of this note is to show that this particular 
result also follows from McShane’s theorem given above. 
COROLLARY C. If there exists a positive number i such that either a*(t) < 0 
or a”(t) > 0 for all t > i, then every solution of (1) tends to zero as t -+ co. 
Proof. The case a”(t) < 0 for t > t follows immediately from Corollary B, 
since in this event a’(t)/a3/*(t) is nonincreasing for t > i. We, therefore, 
assume that a”(t) > 0 for t > t. An integration by parts yields 
a(t) - a( 1) = I’ sa’(s) f ds 
= ta’(t) In t - J 
;’ (In s) [sa”(s) + a’(s)] ds. 
Since {ta”(t) + u’(t)} > 0, we have 
a(t) < ta’(t) In t + a(1). (5) 
Now choose T(>l) sufficiently large so that ta’(t) In t 3 a(1) for t > T. 
Then, by (5), 
a’(t) , 1 
-‘m-t 4) 
for t > T. 
Let the sequence (2) satisfy (3) with S = n/2. Since a(t) is increasing, we 
have 
aliz (Cj - bj) > 37 - 8 = $ . 
This result, coupled with (3), implies 
b, < cj - ~ *l&c,) ’ h+1 < Cf + ,l:,,, ’ (7) 
We shall now show that Condition (4) holds. Since 6, -+ co as n + co, there 
exists a positive integer n, such that bnO > T. Hence, from (6), 
s ‘3 a’(t) - dt >, $ j-” -!- dt bj a(t> b, t In t (8) 
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+- ci Gd’ZL/ 
bj+l 1 
2 Ej iizdt 
for all j >, no. Combination of (8) and (9) then yields 
9 a’(t) 2 .h, a(t) dt a + il:“’ 2s dt 
for j 3 n, , and consequently 
= *{ln In bN - In In b,}. 
Since In In bN --t co as IV-+ CO, the series (4) diverges. By Theorem A, the 
conclusion follows. 
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